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Soa Palelei vs Walt Harris 

 
This heavyweight bout will be the opener of the main card and we are expecting fireworks.  Palelei 

enters the fight with an overall record of 21-4 with all 21 of his wins coming inside the distance. For 

Harris, the fight will mark his return to the UFC after being cut following a TKO loss to Nikita Krylov.  

Outside the UFC he won via TKO over DJ Linderman and was subsequently signed for this bout. 

We like Palelei in this contest.  He seems to be very underrated by the betting public and it’s not like 

Walt Harris is a top tier guy.  He also showed in his last fight vs Ruan Potts that he has the ability to 

execute a game plan.  We actually found the fact that Palelei hasn’t become a huge favourite to be a 

surprise so we wanted to put this pick out ASAP to avoid any bad line movement happening later this 

week.  So the two bets we will be making are 2 units on Palelei and 1 unit on Palelei inside the distance. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Palelei at 1.61 (-165). 

We placed a 1 unit bet on Palelei ITD at 1.95 (-105). 

Anthony Perosh vs Guto Inocente 

 
The 42 years young Anthony Perosh will be taking on the 28 year old Guto Inocente in the light 

heavyweight “co-main event” of the prelims.  Perosh is 14-8 overall in his 22 career fights and 4-3 in the 

UFC since debuting at UFC 110 in 2010.  Inocente is so far 0-1 in UFC competition losing by KO to Derrick 

Lewis, but is 6-3 overall. 

Our working theory in this one is that people are fading Perosh since he is 14 years older and likely 

nearing the end of his career.  If Inocente was a guy who had been having some success against really 

good competition, that fade would not be incorrect.  It is incorrect though since the only notable win 

Inocente has is against Virgil Zwicker, who really isn’t even UFC caliber.  I guess we could also mention 

the victory over Vitor Miranda, but he probably isn’t really UFC caliber either.  At 2.88 (+188), we feel 

the value is strongly in the corner of Perosh. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Perosh at 2.88 (+188).  



 



Claudio Silva vs Leon Edwards 

 
This welterweight bout will be the second fight of the main card of UFC Fight Night 56.  For the 10-1 

Silva, this fight will be his second UFC appearance, being successful in the first taking a unanimous 

decision over Brad Scott.  He finishes most of his opponents with 8 of 10 career wins coming inside the 

distance.  In addition, the 32 year old Brazilian will have home field advantage.  At 23 years of age, the 

Englishman Edwards is the younger of the two.  He will be making his UFC debut on Saturday and has so 

far compiled a record of 8-1. 

To be honest, we’re not sure why Edwards is the favourite unless people are assuming he is going to be 

incredibly improved since he is only 23 years of age.  Sure, he is a good young prospect and could 

survive in the UFC for a while.  Is he a future title contender? That remains to be seen, but he’s definitely 

not a title contender at the moment.  In fact, basically every metric we have is pointing the way of Silva 

so we couldn’t resist placing the bet on him at decent underdog money. 

We placed a 4 unit bet on Claudio Silva at 2.60 (+160).  



Bets 
 

1 unit – Bisping/Rockhold under 2.5 rounds at 2.60 (+160) at 5Dimes 

2 units – Palelei over Potts at 1.61 (-165) at BetOnline 

1 unit – Palelei wins inside the distance at 1.95 (-105) at 5Dimes 

2 units – Perosh over Inocente at 2.88 (+188) at 5Dimes 

3 units – Rua/McCall parlay at 2.35 (+135) at 5Dimes 

4 units – Claudio Silva over Leon Edwards at 2.60 (+160) at 5Dimes 

Thanks for ordering our UFC Fight Night 55/56 paid betting tips. You will receive an email with an 

updated document as we release our plays! If you do not want the picks sent to your Paypal email, send 

us an email indicating your PayPal email and where you would like the picks sent! 
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